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Branch Programme
Saturday
September 12th

Norwich
Branch practice and quarterly meeting.
St George's Colegate Special method Allendale Surprise Minor.
7.00 -9.00 pm
Any nominations for new members to Gill
Page please. See contact details page 8
under Branch Committee.

Saturday
September
26th

Banham
3.30 - 6.00 pm
Kenninghall
6.30 – 8.30 pm

Association striking competition finals.
Open entry for 6 bell competitions from
any tower band. 8 bell inter-Branch
competition. See below for details.

Saturday
October 10th

Northrepps
4.00 – 6.00 pm

Branch practice The eight bells are back
in action after fittings refurbishing, so
please come and try them out!

Saturday
November 14th

Weston Longville
Times to be
circulated

Branch practice and AGM.

Saturday
December 12th

Costessey
4.00 – 6.00 pm

Branch practice.

Association Striking Competition Finals
This year, in a change from published arrangements, any tower band can enter the six-bell call changes or
methods sections of the competition.
The rules for the eight bell inter-Branch competition are unchanged
BANHAM

6-Bell Draw and Competitions
Ringers’ Tea & Results

3.30 pm
5.30 pm

KENNINGHALL

8-Bell / Inter-Branch Competition
Results & Consolation Pint

6.30pm
8.00 pm

To enter a band from your tower, and to advise the Southern Branch Catering Squad of numbers for tea, please email dingdong.dawn@btinternet.com
or call 07768-258299 by 20th September

Editorial
It's coming up to that time in the year when you might want to consider going on a ringing course.
There are a number of longer courses held across the UK mainly in Spring and Summer. They will
usually be advertised in the Ringing World in December/January. If you fancy a different sort of short
break with congenial people and a chance to improve and extend your ringing repertoire, one of these
could be for you. There will be an article about what is available in the next edition of Soundbow.
It is not too soon to think about our own Association's 2010 Training Day, which will be held on the
first Saturday in March, either as student or helper. A call for volunteers has already gone out. If you
would like to help, contact Dawn Pullan on dingdong.dawn@btinternet.com

Richard Turk writes an interesting analysis of the responses to the questionnaire sent out with
the last edition of Soundbow. This sought to find out what facilities for ringing members of
the Branch have access to and what opportunities they take up. The results are illuminating
and should help the debate on what the Branch can do for you. Any further thoughts that
people have, perhaps provoked by these results will be welcomed if you would care to let us
know. The Branch can pull in significant resources if people are willing to work together.
Sadly we again have an obituary to present, this time of Paul Cattermole, who who gave unstintingly
of his time and energy to the preservation of our heritage of bells and bellringing. His untimely death
at the age of 67 is a great loss to ringing of a man of outstanding talent and commitment, and a
personal loss to many of us.
The Editors
The Editors are grateful to all who have contributed in any way to this edition of Soundbow. Articles and letters for
publication, news from towers and of ringers, peals and quarter peals for inclusion, and all other copy may be sent to
northernbranch@fastmail.fm please

In memoriam
Dr Paul Cattermole FSA 1941 – 2009
Paul gave a lifetime to bells and bell ringing.
He learned to ring in Beccles as a 12 year old living opposite the church
when his curiosity was aroused by the sound of bells on practice night.
In Norwich, where aged eight he had won a scholarship to the Norwich
School, he joined the St Giles practice. He also hauled his friends Peter
Adcock and Alan Ellis along, an early manifestation of a lifelong ability to
involve others in ringing. By the age of 16 he was teaching fellow
youngsters and forming bands.
Paul’s parents moved to Worcester and he did A levels at Bromsgrove High
School, being firmly directed towards mathematics as a degree subject
despite his love of history. At university in London and Oxford his peal
ringing took off, and his ringing repertoire widened considerably. However
he came to hate urban life in London. This profoundly influenced his future
As a mathematics teacher at the King’s School in Worcester, Paul’s willingness to take on outside
activities meant he built up an array of other responsibilities, teaching sailing, as a scout leader, and
running the school’s Activity Centre in the Brecon Beacons at weekends and in the holidays.
He also rang extensively and taught ringers (of course!) and most importantly he met Barbara, then
teaching at the Girl’s Grammar School. They shared many interests including a love of the outdoors
and of walking, and together they started the Schools Ringing Society. They married in 1973 and
moved to Norwich with Paul’s appointment as Head of Mathematics at the Norwich School. A year
later they settled in the South Norfolk village of Tharston, Paul’s home for the rest of his life and
where their daughters Alice and Sarah grew up.

Paul’s interest in church buildings started in school holidays, travelling with his father around Norfolk.
Thus began a fascination with the archaeology and history of bells and their churches. This matured
into an immense and scholarly knowledge which underpinned his roles as Diocesan Bells Advisor, first
in Worcester and for 31 years in the Diocese of Norwich.
His research into the bells of the Norwich Diocese led to a PhD from London University in 1985, and he
wrote many publications, books, monographs and local guides. He was elected a Fellow of the Society
of Antiquaries of London in 2004 and was described as “one of our best scholars at work on regional
history”. His research was meticulous and he enjoyed its challenges. He loved cracking the ‘code’ of
Medieval Latin, for example, a skill he taught himself. He was generous in sharing knowledge also,
always ready to respond to queries and and a very popular speaker to groups and societies.
As Norwich’s Bell Advisor he immediately initiated inspection of all of the Diocese’s towers, creating a
database of enormous value for future projects and on-going maintenance. He also brought together
a volunteer team dedicated to the support of belfry restoration. In the 30 years that followed he and
they worked on 65 major restoration projects and many smaller ones. In the Northern Branch these
included Reepham, Northrepps, Southrepps, Heydon, Erpingham, Knapton, Gimingham, Hevingham,
Reymerston, Bacton, and Buxton. Paul helped found the NDA Bell Restoration Fund in 1982, and was a
trustee until his death. He had huge respect for craftsmanship, believing it to be as valuable a
contribution to society as that of people who were ‘educated’.
In restoration projects Paul excelled in finding solutions that reconciled the demands of conservation
and the need to create sustainable ringing facilities for the community. His creative energy and wide
knowledge often opened up unexpected opportunities and found ways forward to achieve them. Paul’s
masterly way with words made him formidable in argument and he had some memorable
confrontations. He also forged working relationships of deep mutual respect and his loss in restoration
activities will be keenly felt.
Paul’s influence in teaching also stretches down through the decades. The roll call of ringers that he
taught is very large indeed. Paul was an inspired teacher, able to light the way to learning with a
combination of clarity and enthusiasm which struck sparks of ambition. He was inclusive, equally
ready to teach learner bands and advanced practices. If your interest was kindled and you were
prepared to put the work in to learn, he was endlessly patient, totally focused on helping you.
He had high standards and believed that good ringing, well learnt and well struck, was a fundamental
aim and no-one who rang with him had any doubts about the need to achieve it!
Paul himself rang over 300 peals, 201 for the Norwich Association. He particularly enjoyed five and six
bell methods and between 1965 and 1984 he held the Association record for the most doubles methods
to a peal. He did most of his ringing in rural Norfolk, valuing the tradition of ringing in country
churches and doing much to maintain it.
He contracted aspergillosis, possibly from belfries or ancient documents. It was first evident in 2002,
and although medical staff at London’s Brompton Hospital finally eradicated it, the consequent
damage was too great and he died weeks before his 68th birthday. New Buckenham church was
packed for an intensely moving funeral service.
Paul could not have lived the life he did, or found such fulfilment without the support of a close and
loving family, Barbara his wife, and Alice and Sarah. Our thoughts are with them now.
Maureen Gardiner

Letters to the Editors
From Theo Crowder, Holt
WARNING
Always take someone up the Tower when you go to do any work up there. You never know when an
accident will happen. In Australia, one of the party I was travelling with went up a tower in Hobart to
inspect to see if it would be suitable for a ring of bells. He was very experienced and by himself. He
slipped while climbing a ladder and fell about five feet, and although he didn't actually break
anything, he badly sprained his ankle which could take six months or more to recover.
Theo

From Stephen High, Garvestone
Dear Editor
Sam Mclean's letter together with comments from Richard Turk come as no surprise. Attendance
numbers at monthly meetings (not only the Northern Branch) demonstrates a lack of interest complete
with disappointment for the likes of Sam. In my experiences association meetings have been and
always will be somewhat of a lottery (you never please all the people all the time).
Concern about lack of numbers at meetings is I believe nothing to do with a lack of ringing interest.
Clusters of ringers attending local weekday practices are of healthy numbers and well supported
throughout the Branch with many networking a 10-15 miles radius of home.
Not wishing to pigeonhole anybody may I share my experience with you; there are I believe three main
reasons why members fail to support monthly meetings.
Firstly, there are a large number of members who have very little interest in the association who do
not wish to progress beyond their existing capabilities and are happy to attend local practices, plus
Sunday Service. Most of these people I would suggest view the association with social respect alone.
Secondly, ringing is a social activity as well as an interest, Norfolk by its size doesn’t help itself, for
example it is not reasonable to expect people who live in the Wymondham area to support those who
live around Cromer, a distance of some 40 miles.
Thirdly the answer can be found on the back pages of the 2008 report. There one sees on offer to
Northern Branch members in 2009 nine meetings, the association AGM, the training day, the Griston
Plate, the association striking competition plus five ten bell practices, plus quarter peal week, plus
Branch outing, plus twenty five other meetings in the other three Branches, mix this together and you
have a classic spread yourself to thin situation. Weekends to me and many others are precious, there
are so many other things that have to be done and to support all Branch events is just not possible.
My dear departed friend Nolan Golden once said to me “Ringing is an ongoing social and teaching
exercise”, how right he was. So abandon the monthly practices completely they are a waste of time
and only create disappointment. An alternative to these could be for example the Ringing Master
together with an active!! Branch Committee (do they do anything?) could encourage members such as
Sam to come forward with a defined ringing request, (this could be promoted at quarterly meetings).
(Grandsire Triples for example) for a fit for purpose practice could be arranged with invited capable
members who will devote all the practice to the request made.
Lastly to be Ringing Master of such a large area is an almost impossible task and not for the faint
hearted with much to ask of one person. A Ringing Master's main objectives should be the
improvement of standards and the encouragement of all capabilities. To ease the pressure on that
officer the Branch Committee should get more involved (they must be there for some reason). They
could arrange the Branch Outing (not on a bank holiday please,) create enthusiasm for and organise
the Striking Competition and seek out areas of need. Maybe the time has come for a new and
constructive initiative.
Best wishes, Stephen

Chairman's Chat, or Mudd's Musings
I am pleased to report that the Triples and Major practices continue to attract support with another
successful evening at Hethersett in July. The next will take place at St.Giles in the city at 7.30 on the
29th October as Hethersett bells will not be available. There will be limited parking at St. Giles so
please make up parties to fill each car to ensure all can park in the churchyard. There is, of course,
limited street parking available in the vicinity or the public car parks. I shall not be available on this
occasion but our Ringing Master Richard Turk has kindly offered to step in on my behalf.
It was disappointing to see so few people at the NDA 10 Bell Practice at Wymondham but arranging
events over Bank Holiday week ends is always a problem, with people on holiday.

John Mudd

The Master's Mutterings
I would like to use this edition’s mutterings to make an observation. In Norfolk, and particularly in the
Northern Branch, we are blessed with more opportunities to ring than many people realise. We have a
highly respected twelve bell tower, two of the county’s ten bell towers and an active group of ringers
who are making themselves known across the country.
This was something I began thinking about whilst in Lincolnshire recently. I have visited several parts
of Lincolnshire, and I have met various ringers; and the story is always the same. They are a small
band, mostly of learners, and they feel miles from anywhere else, without any help from more
experienced ringers. I can see their viewpoint, and understand it to a certain degree. But I know
that there are experienced ringers out there, willing to help. There are towers that people can visit
to gain experience.
In many ways, Lincolnshire and Norfolk are alike. Both counties have towers that feel far away from
the centre of things; ringers who feel alone. But there are opportunities for those who want them.
It really is a case of ‘knock, and the door shall be opened’. I want to use these Mutterings to
encourage you to take part. If you feel you have experience that would be valuable to others, I
encourage you to think about ways in which you can contribute. If you feel that there is something you
would like, I encourage you to ask. If you know someone you feel could offer something to a group of
ringers, I encourage you to seek them out. If you feel there is someone you know who could benefit
from support, I encourage you to encourage them!
If there is one thing that ringing should always be about, it’s companionship. As a Branch, we need to
offer one another more support. Make the most of the opportunities that are available to us, because
you can never tell how long they will be there. The next three months will see three Branch
practices, one of which will include the AGM. There will be a striking competition and an Association
10-bell practice. Take these opportunities to support the Branch and to see what you can do to help
the Branch support its ringers.

Richard Turk

Northern Branch Outing 2009: Part II

St Mary's Pinchbeck

All Saints Moulton

St Mary's Whaplode

The end of August saw the second Northern Branch outing of the year. It was also the second part of
the branch’s tour of the Elloe Deanery of Lincolnshire. The Bank Holiday weather managed to redeem
itself following the previous days’ performances, and those ringers who attended the outing were
treated to fine weather.
The day almost got off to a bad start when a lock-out was narrowly avoided at the first tower.
Fortunately, once we got into St. Mary’s Pinchbeck we were rewarded with a heavy but pleasant ring
of eight (18cwt), the only eight bell tower of the outing. The next tower, All Saints Moulton, saw
another good ring: a 15cwt ring of six. The trend of rings getting progressively lighter continued at
the last tower before lunch, St. Mary’s Whaplode (12cwt). Here we rang at the local flower festival,
and since it was a ground floor ring we were on display to various visitors who came to have a look at
what ringing was all about. Our ringing down in particular was commented on by members of the local
band who were concerned that the village might expect them to follow our good example!
After a leisurely lunch in the Swan in Moulton, we re-assembled at our fourth tower, St. Mary
Magdalene, Fleet. This 14cwt ring of six was in a detached tower and, once the ride-on lawn mower

was moved out of the ground-floor ringing chamber, we were able to get to grips with this loud peal of
bells. The final tower of the day, Tydd St. Mary, was not only a pleasant 11 ¾cwt ring of six, but was
also a chance to visit an interesting ringing chamber. After climbing the spiral staircase to reach the
chamber, we had to descend a wooden ladder to get into the actual chamber itself. In order to ring,
the ladder needed to be moved, and as the chamber was quite small, we had to ring in shifts, moving
the ladder each time to allow people to enter and exit.
At the end of the day, all of the participants had managed to get a fair go on each of the rings and
everyone had had a good time. It was pleasing to see faces both familiar and new, and to see a wide
range of ages participating: three generations of one family were represented. If I am responsible for
next year’s outings, I intend to give Lincolnshire a break. But I hope to return to the Elloe Deanery:
there are still a number of towers we’ve yet to cover!
Richard Turk

Ringing in the Northern Branch
Responses to the questionnaire sent out with the last Soundbow
I do not intend to go into huge detail about the responses to the questionnaire here, but I do feel that
it would be beneficial to give a brief account of the results. I effectively received twelve responses to
the questionnaire, and these have provided me with an insight into what the members of the branch
think. It would have been nice to have received a few more replies, as this would have given me more
to think about, but I certainly have enough material to work with for the time being.
I found the section on ringing particularly interesting, as one of the common complaints is that there
is a gap in the types of methods on offer. Everyone who completed this section agreed that Doubles,
Plain Minor, Surprise Minor, Triples and Plain Major were on offer. Only a couple of people thought
Surprise Major, Caters and Plain Royal were on offer. One person thought Surprise Royal, Cinques,
Plain Maximus and Surprise Maximus were on offer. One person was unsure as to whether Plain Royal
upwards was available.
This is, in some ways, a contrasting opinion to the recently expressed view that prompted John Mudd
to organise Plain Triples and Major practices. It is also surprising that, with a tower such as Mancroft in
our Branch, people either did not think that, or were unsure about whether, the Branch had the
opportunity to ring Plain Royal and above. It seems that a little more publicity may be required.
Nearly half of the respondents stated that they do not travel to another tower if they want to learn a
new method, and an overwhelming majority ring once a week, excluding Sundays. This said, the
average distance people were willing to travel to reach a regular practice was 6 to 10 miles.
Interestingly, four people said they would travel to another practice to learn a new method and also
said that they only attend one practice a week. It was also good to see a fair spread of years in the
length of time ringing section.
The number of people who attend Branch practices was split evenly, with those attending doing so an
average three to five times a year and those who not attending citing other priorities (particularly
family commitments) and hobbies as the main reason. Visiting new towers and ringing things not
available at one’s own home tower were the most attractive aspects of Branch practices, whilst sixbell towers were the most popular venues.
Amongst those who answered the sections on peals and quarter peals, the general perception was that
peal ringing had declined in recent years. However, this was coupled with a majority responding that
they did not want to ring more peals themselves. The majority also thought that quarter peals were
more beneficial than peals, and were pleased with the number of opportunities to ring quarters.
When it came to the outings section, the majority of people responded that they did not attend the
Branch outings. The main reasons for this were other commitments, but those who did attend said
that they enjoyed the friendly atmosphere, ringing at new towers, and being able to make use of
friendly help. With regards to the distances people were willing to go for an outing, the majority of
people thought that another Branch of the NDA, Suffolk, Cambridge, Lincolnshire and Essex were an
acceptable distance, whilst Hertfordshire, Northamptonshire, Rutland, London, Kent, Surrey and
Sussex were all too far. A small minority thought that only Norfolk and Suffolk were a suitable distance
to travel.

A majority of respondents did not attend quarterly meetings. This this trend was carried into the AGM,
although there were several helpful comments regarding these that I will give serious consideration
to. There was also a majority who did not take part in the striking competition. Once again, there
were some useful comments for me to consider, and it seems that the most common reasons for
people’s non-participation were confusion over the rules and ringing at towers that did not enter
teams. Nobody who responded to the questionnaire had attended Steve Day’s splicing workshop, and
most people did not feel that they wanted to see more ‘technical’ workshops in the future.
On the whole, I was pleased with the general response I received to this questionnaire, and I believe it
will be a very valuable tool for me in the future. It was unfortunate that ten of the twelve responses I
received came from the ‘Alpha Quadrant’ (see the questionnaire for which towers fall in the various
quadrants), and that the other quadrants were therefore comparatively under-represented, but I am
sure that the responses I did receive can be considered at least a fair cross-section. It was also good
to see a fair spread of years in the length of time ringing section. I hope, in the coming months, to
put into practice some of the conclusions reached using these responses. So thank you to all those who
took part, and for those of you who did not, you can always send me your responses at any time for
me to add to what will be a continuing analysis.
Richard Turk

Tower in the Spotlight
Holy Rosary Cathedral, Vancouver, B.C
The present building was constructed in 1900 and replaced an earlier
wooden church. Not unusual, as timber was readily available in the 1800's
and all early churches were of wood. One 100 ft. high bell tower in New
Westminster held a 25 cwt ring of eight. That is another story. Initially, it
was known as 'The Lady of the Holy Rosary' but when it became the
Catholic cathedral in the early 1920's, the name was changed to 'Holy
Rosary Cathedral'.
The original seven bells at Holy Rosary were cast by Paccard & Frere of
France. They were a gift of the Oblate Fathers and were not a diatonic
seven. The heaviest bell was some 40 cwt.
Apparently the parishioners did not like the noise of the bells when chimed and the son of an English
cleric, Alfred Limpus, convinced the Catholic priests to have the bells sent to England for recasting
into a ringable eight, with the extra bell metal paying for the work. The bells were shipped as ballast!
The original seven bells were shipped over land from France but were returned to England by ship via
Cape Horn and the eight came back again via Cape Horn. No Panama Canal in 1906. Llewellyn and
James of Bristol was the bell foundry which did the work. Three of the original bells (6, 7 & 8 of the
present ring) were kept and their canons removed. The five new bells were presumably cast from
the original French metal. Upon their return to Vancouver, they were hung within a few days and
were first rung on Easter Sunday 1907. Only rounds and call changes. The first peal on the bells was
July 1, 1911 and was for the coronation of King George V. The next peal was scored in 1973 by a
visiting band. Although a few attempts were made between 1911 and 1973, none were ever
successful. However, numerous quarter peals were rung.
The details of the ringing at Holy Rosary Cathedral over the years were written by Alfred Limpus and
were to be found in his letters to The Bells News and then to The Ringing World. Many of the ringers,
who were all of English birth. came back to England and fought in the First World War. Miraculously,
all returned safely afterwards.
Ringing had its ups and downs but finally ceased in 1951 when Alfred Limpus died. It was rekindled
once again in 1957 by Ted Lee and Tony Collins, a couple of English ringers living in Vancouver. It has
now been 29 years since I joined the band and I have seen it go from Grandsire Doubles to learning
Bristol Major although it is now back to Grandsire Doubles! However, we are still able to ring
Cambridge Major when everyone is there, which is rare these days what with everyone coming and
going. We welcome all visitors and look forward to seeing you in Vancouver sometime.
Alan Ellis

Open Garden at Journey's End
On 12th July Stephen and Pauline High opened their beautiful two acre garden in Reymerston for charity.
Bell ringers and friends helped to man the stalls and pour teas. It was a good time to catch up with friends
and eat large slices of delicious cake and enjoy the colours and variety of plants - and to wonder at the
amount of gardening effort Stephen must have put in through the season to achieve such a lovely result!
It was a very successful event and the weather was kind all day. Stephen
had worked hard to prepare the garden and his wife Pauline must have
burned many a "gallon of midnight oil" to produce all the homemade cakes
and prepare the tea stall.

The mini ring was a great success as were the various traditional games.
However the bean bag throwing became so accurate that extra bean bags
had to be introduced on more than one occasion to facilitate higher scores in
order to get a single winner. Every visitor enjoyed the honey and preserve
stalls, and in particular the Chilli Jam sold out very quickly. Overall a very
useful sum of money was raised for the chosen charities.
WELL DONE STEVE & PAULINE.
£660.00 was raised to be shared between the NDA and Papworth Cardiac Unit
John Rant and Gill Page

Ring OZ 2009
Or how to get round Australia in three weeks
Trying to get all the ringable towers in Australia in three weeks may seem rather a crazy idea, but that
was what I joined a group to achieve in July.
We set off from Heathrow one Friday lunchtime and endless hours later arrived in Brisbane the
following night. There we met up with some even crazier people who flew in from New Zealand,
having just grabbed all their towers. After a nights sleep we arrived at Brisbane Cathedral to ring for
service, followed later with an attempt at a ¼ of Grandsire cinques, unfortunately unsuccessful. This
was the start of a three week dash from town to town, ringing, attempting and usually getting,
quarter peals, arriving at Travel Lodges or Motels late evening, sleeping and on again next morning.
We had some excellent, and some not quite so good rings of bells and managed to get quarters at
most of them. The quarters were shared out among the 23 participants and my share was five of which
we lost one. We met some lovely people along the way and except in the big towns like Sydney, some
real stalwarts who were trying to keep bands going with the barest minimum of ringers. We may feel
we are short in North Norfolk but in Australia the distances between towers means that one can’t just
phone up for another ringer in an emergency. The next tower can be a days drive away.
The real highlight of the trip was almost certainly, the Swan Bells in Perth where we received a really
lovely welcome. Plain Hunt 16 ended in chaos but most other touches were successful. We went to
Mandurah, Roger Lubbock's tower. He was unfortunately away in England ringing in Sussex, but a good
quarter of Plain Bob Major was scored in his absence.
Three weeks late, exhausted but replete, we arrived back in Blighty and went our separate ways.
Theo Crowder

Branch officers and committee for 2009

Chairman: John Mudd (St Peter Mancroft)
email: THP@care4free.net
Secretary: Gillian Page The Perch, Whitwell Road, Sparham, Norwich. NR9 5PW
tel 01362 688379 email: gillpage@f2s.com
Treasurer: Naomi Smith 61 Edinburgh Road, Norwich, NR2 3RL, 01603 629488,
email: naomianddavid@clara.co.uk
Ringing Master: Richard Turk 48 Peckover Road, Norwich, NR4 7BL
tel 01603 250867 email the_great_chd@hotmail.com
Committee: Theo Crowder, Steve Day, Phil Dentten, Maureen Gardiner, Tony Weston, Roy Wiles

A Mercifully Short Story by R. Turk and J. Spreadbury
Serialised for Soundbow by R. Turk

note to readers
It was recently suggested that something more unusual might be written for Soundbow. The question was raised
as to how unusual it should be. The following feature is part of a story that was originally written for St. Peter
Mancroft, Norwich. This is the first part of a serialised version. It concerns the mostly fictional exploits of one
of this county’s, and indeed country’s, finest ringers: David Brown. For more factual details about David Brown,
the reader would do well to review most editions of the Ringing World.
The factual background for this first story is the Mancroft band’s participation in the National Twelve Bell
Competition in 2007.

Teaser
The terrorist crashed through the ringing chamber window. He surveyed the wreckage around him and,
slowly, his eyes came to rest on the average-looking man in the corner. Their eyes met. David Brown
nonchalantly reached into his inside pocket and pulled out a pistol. He smiled slightly as the terrorist’s eyes
widened in fear. He squeezed the trigger gently, despatching the terrorist. Gilly gazed adoringly at Brown’s
mastery of the situation, and promptly missed a dodge. Brown quickly checked the coursing order, put Gilly
right and called a bob. NOBODY makes David Brown lose a peal.
Red graphic spreads down screen; Cue opening credits

Location: Norwich
Time: November 2006, shortly before tea

David Brown walked into the outer office, hung his trademark brown coat on the coat-stand and turned
around. Gilly looked up from her blue line of Bristol Maximus and smiled knowingly.
“Ah, David. You’re here. Sir Richard will see you immediately.”
“Don’t I have time to double check your Bristol first?” Replied Brown smoothly.
Suddenly, a barking voice was heard over the intercom. “Brown! Put her down and get in here!”
Brown walked through the solid English oak door and entered the plush office of Sir Richard Pike-Carter,
leaving behind a very disappointed Gilly.
“Brown, good. Sit down, I have an assignment for you,” said Pike-Carter briskly, removing his
glasses and gesturing to a chair opposite his green leather-bound desk. Pike-Carter had risen steadily
through the echelons of MI12: Mancroft Intelligence. He was a man who commanded respect from all who
met him: but Brown was different. He was a maverick, treating authority with a mixture of contempt and
disdain.
“So what little challenge do you have for me this time?” asked Brown. Pike-Carter bristled
“We’ve heard rumours that our qualification for last year’s twelve-bell final was a fluke. I want to
show these upstarts what Norwich can do. Your task is to get us to Bristol by whatever means necessary.
Your licence to call has been reinstated specifically for this mission.”
Brown leaned towards Sir Richard. “If that’s what you want, then I suppose I’ll have to comply. But I
want the best team you’ve got. That includes…”
“I’ve told you before,” said Pike-Carter, “I’m too old to go back in the field.”
“The hell you are,” growled Brown, “even Mugsy’s still on active service! If you don’t ring, I walk.
And I want Gilly too.”
“You want her to what?” Pike-Carter evidently thought he was making a funny joke, but Brown
simply raised a Roger Moore-like eyebrow.
“I know you brought her here as a honey trap for me. Now be a man and let her come on this
mission.”

Location: Saffron Walden
Time: After Lunch

Brown’s hand picked undercover unit rendezvoused as agreed in the sleepy Essex market town. Simon
‘Tenor-man’ Rudd turned to Brown and asked for confirmation of the mission.
“It’s Cambridge Maximus,” Brown spat. “Half course. Just ring it. And ring it well.”
Brown reminded the team of the reconnaissance mission a couple of weeks previously. “Now we’ve
got a job to do. You all know your place. Let’s get in there and show them some good old Norwich spunk.”
“Ooh yes, let’s,” squealed Gilly excitedly.
The team took position as instructed: Gilly at the front, with Trish and Nikki ensuring she was a safe
distance from Brown so he could maintain his focus. The solid centre was built around experience: Mike
‘Pyro’ Clements, the munitions expert, and Steve ‘the fixer’ Day, accompanied by the quietly authoritative
Tom Roast and Robert Harris. Pike-Carter found himself thrust into the engine room with ‘grand-daddy
Mugs’ Howe, ‘Fatboy’ Spreadbury and Rudd.
When the ringing stopped, Brown looked around. It had been good, but had it been good enough?
The team separated to go undercover in various pubs, agreeing to rendezvous again at the time of
judgement.
Brown monitored the enemies’ activities throughout the afternoon. He knew the team had done
well, but how would the judges see it? Finally, word came through that Norwich had qualified. The now
reunited team let out a loud cheer, but David, a look of determined triumph on his face, was already
planning ahead. Gilly threw her arms around him.
“Oh Simon, I mean David! We did it!”
But Brown didn’t notice Gilley’s slip. Over Gilly’s shoulder he had just seen one of the less
successful teams. A man stood nervously, flanked by two burly ringers. Before him sat the team’s captain.
Brown heard the quiet words that were spoken icily. “You missed a dodge. This organisation does not
tolerate failure.” The nervous man’s eyes widened in alarm, but the team captain continued by addressing
the two burly ringers. “Get rid of him.” The man was dragged bodily away, screaming his innocence to
anyone who could hear. “It wasn’t my fault! The guy on the seventh was slow at back stroke! It should be
him, not me!” The team captain looked up. “He too will be punished. Next year he will ring for Ipswich.”
Anger bubbling up inside him, Brown disentangled himself from Gilly’s embrace and sought out
‘Pyro’ Clements. After a quiet word from Brown, Clements wandered off. For the next few minutes,
Clements’ whereabouts were unknown. When he reappeared, only a curt nod was exchanged between
himself and Brown. However, when the losing team captain later returned to his car and turned his key in
the ignition, the resulting explosion could be heard for miles. Brown looked up from his pint, nodded to
Clements, and said, “He always did have a fiery temper.”

Brown, David Brown will continue in Licence To Call in a future edition of Soundbow.

Hethersett

From the Towers

Whitechapel Bell Foundry have been commissioned to carry out a major overhaul of the installation at
St Remigius, Hethersett. This is the first major work for over 70 years and Roy is calling it the bells'
MOT!
The work will include painting of all metalwork on the frame, fitting new headstocks, wheels, stays
and ropes to all bells. Additionally, the clappers are being turned to vary the wear on the bells
themselves. Sliders etc. are being repaired/replaced and the rope paths/chutes and pulley-blocks are
being replaced/rerouted to give the optimum ringing position.
The bells are due to be taken out of the tower and transported to London during the week
commencing 7 September. It is anticipated that they will be out of action for about 8 weeks. There
will of course be no service ringing during this time but our regular Thursday practice night will
continue at local towers. We hope to ring at Mulbarton, Ketteringham, Intwood and maybe some
others. A full programme will be published on our website: www.lakeland.fslife.co.uk/HBR_Home.html.
For further information please do not hesitate to contact us at bells@lakeland.fslife.co.uk.

Northrepps
I am pleased to report the repairs to Northrepps Bells are progressing well.
This has been achieved by several fund raising events ranging from Handbell Concerts (though sadly
this years had to be postponed), Flower Festivals, Open Gardens and the Quiz, which was organised by
Beverly Mayne, plus a grant from the NDA Ringers Association.
We are also indebted to Aubrey Forster, Gilbert Larter, Derick Grey and Peter Breeze for all their hard
work, which has saved us a lot of money, Derick having done an excellent job of repairing the bell
wheels. We are just left with one or two minor jobs to do.
Many thanks to all who have supported us during our fund raising and to all who purchased Quiz
sheets. We are pleased to say that we sold around one hundred sheets. Nineteen were returned with
several amusing (but incorrect) solutions. Four people achieved a 100% pass rate and their names were
put forward into a draw. Our congratulations go to Gill Page the eventual winner. The proud possessor
of the booby prize was Mrs J Bowyer of North Walsham.
There will be a service, in the not too distant future, to celebrate the completion of the repairs to
which all will be welcome. However there will be a Branch Practice on Saturday 10th October 4 - 6pm
so please do come along.
Jill Breeze

Quarters Notified

Aylsham 15th August 1320 Plain Bob Minor: Jim Pannell 1, Danny Philips 2, John Mudd 3, Keith Shaw 4, Maureen
Gardiner 5, David Hoare (C) 6. in memory of Paul Cattermole [1941-2009], Association librarian and archivist, as
part of a county-wide tribute on his birthday
Barton Turf, 25th August 1260 Grandsire Doubles: Felicity Gritten 1, Jenny Forster 2, Matthew Armstrong 3,
Aubrey Forster 4, Andrew Lubbock (C) 5, Derick Grey. Rung in memory of Paul Cattermole.
Cromer 15th June 1260 Grandsire Doubles: Antony West 1, Stuart Brown 2, Maureen Gardiner 3,
Matthew Armstrong 4, Andrew Lubbock (C) 5, Daniel Philips 6. Rung half muffled after the funeral of Stephen
Bolger, late of the Paratroop Regiment, killed in Afghanistan 30th May 2009.
12th July 1260 Rev. Canterbury, Grandsire and Plain Bob Doubles: Helen Houlston 1, Gill Page 2, David Wakely 3,
Andrew Lubbock (C) 4, Maureen Gardiner 5, Matthew Armstrong 6. First Quarter 1, most Doubles 3.
Drayton 17th May 1260 Plain Bob Doubles: Theo Crowder (Holt WI) 1, Kathy Dennten (Swanton Morley WI) 2,
Lynda Lee (Bures WI) 3, Anne Wood (Mattishall WI) 4, Andrew Lubbock (C) 5, Gill Page (The Beck WI) 6.
Rung to celebrate the 90th Anniversary of the Norfolk Federation of Women's Institutes. With thanks to Andrew
for successfully steering us through. First quarter for many years - 4.
Felmingham 29th May 1280 Grandsire Triples: Keith Shaw 1, Beverley Mayne 2, George Francis 3,
Andrew Lubbock 4, Derick Grey 5, John Mudd 6, David Hoare (C) 7, Daniel Philips 8
Gimingham, 28th August 1260 Doubles 2M/1V: Jenny Forster 1, Maureen Gardiner 2, Aubrey Forster 3,
Andrew Lubbock (C) 4, Derick Grey 5. Rung to celebrate the life of Paul Cattermole.
Holt 6th June 1260 Plain Bob Doubles: Lorraine Marks 1, Howard Rooke 2, Theo Crowder 3, Maureen Gardiner 4,
Andrew Lubbock 5, Robin Coombe 6. Rung in congratulations to Philip Wells, ordained Priest on 5-7-09, prior to
taking his first service. Also congratulations to Robin on ringing his first quarter aged 76 years.
Reymerston 3rd June 1320 London Surprise Minor. S High (C) 1, M Clements 2, Teresa Pudwell 3, A Sargent 4,
P Adcock 5, K Tinsey 6.
29th July 1260 Doubles (4 Methods) L. Hassell 1, P Adcock 2, R Parsons 3, N Cossey 4, S High (C) 5, P Dentten 6.
A Birthday compliment to Laurence
5th August, 1440 Spliced Surprise Minor (4 Methods) P Adcock 1, K Tinsey 2, Teresa Pudwell 3, A Sargent 4,
S High (C) 5, M Howe 6. Remembering Paul Cattermole, without whose love and determination these bells
would not be ringing
Scottow, 16th August 1260 Plain Bob Minor: Matthew Armstrong 1, Derick Grey 2, Jenny Forster 3, Aubrey Forster
4, Tricia Francis 5, Andrew Lubbock (C) 6. Rung for Evensong. Also in memory of Paul Cattermole.
Southrepps 26th July, 1260 Plain Bob Doubles: Andrew Lubbock (C) 1, Chloe Guthrie 2, Jenny Forster 3,
Aubrey Forster 4, Derick Grey 5, Roy Smith 6. Rung for St James Festival. First inside – 2.

29th August 1260 Cambridge & Plain Bob Minor: Joan Larter 1, Jenny Forster 2, Aubrey Forster 3, Gilbert Larter 4
Derick Grey 5, Andrew Lubbock (C) 6. Rung for the opening of the Southrepps Village Fayre. Also remembering
Paul Cattermole.
Yaxham, 24th June 2 methods (6 ext St Simons, 5 ext St Martins): Kathy Dentten1, Rosie Parsons 2, Peter Wood 3,
Phil Dentten 4, Keith Tinsey (C) 5, Roger Vincent 6. First in methods 2,3,4. Rung as an 80th Birthday compliment
to Olga Hutson, Churchwarden of St Peter's, daughter of the late Bert Gogle and mother of the tenor ringer
Mossman Park, Western Australia 6th August 1260 Grandsire Triples: David Kelly 1, John Cater 2, Paul Stanard 3,
Theo Crowder 4, Rodney Bickerton 5, Tony Skilton 6, David Cornwall (C) 7, Joyce Cornwall 8. In Memory of Paul
Cattermole

Tower contact details – latest information

Please send updates and changes to northernbranch@fastmail.fm
AYLSHAM - S. Michael & All Angels, Correspondent: Keith Shaw 01263 732462; aylshamtower@supanet.com
Tower website: www.aylshamtower.org.uk
BACTON - S. Andrew, Correspondent: Ian Witham 01692 650530
BUXTON - St. Andrew, Correspondent: Mrs Sue Folland 01603 279402
COLTISHALL – S. John the Baptist, Correspondent: Mrs Audrey P Weston 01603 737269
CROMER - SS Peter & Paul, Correspondent: David Wakely 01263 825885
DRAYTON - S. Margaret, Correspondent: John Rant 01603 747564; bitzasoft@hotmail.com
ERPINGHAM – S. Mary, Correspondent: The Rev. Brian Faulkner; brian-faulkner@lineone.net
FELMINGHAM – S. Andrew, Correspondent: Mrs Helene Smith 01692 404284
GIMINGHAM – All Saints, Correspondent: Mrs Betty Taylor, 01263 834424
HETHERSETT – S. Remigius, Correspondent: Roy Wiles 01603 812049
HEVINGHAM – S, Mary V. & S. Botolph, Correspondent: June Clitheroe, june@gatestogrates.co.uk
HEYDON – SS Peter & Paul, Correspondent: E. V. Shipham 01263 587865
HOLT – S. Andrew, Correspondent: Theo Crowder 01263 710129
HONINGHAM – St Andrew, Correspondent: G. E. Smith 01603 880309
HORSHAM S. FAITH – SS Andrew & Mary, Correspondent: Mrs. L Holness 01603 898801; peter@holness.net
INTWOOD – All Saints, Correspondent: Dr M.L. Parker, 01603 811330
KETTERINGHAM – S. Peter, Correspondent: Dr M.L. Parker, 01603 811330
KNAPTON – SS Peter & Paul, Correspondent: A. J. Lubbock 01263 722929
LAMMAS - St Andrew, Correspondent: Don MacKenzie Tel: 01603 279248; donmac2@btinternet.com
LYNG – S.Margaret, Correspondent: Mrs. Shirley Broad 01603 872234
MARSHAM – All Saints, Temporary Correspondent: Keith Shaw 01263 732462
MATTISHALL – All Saints, Tower Captain & Correspondent: Mrs. Iris Coe 01362 858657
NORTH REPPS – S.Mary the Virgin, Correspondent: Mrs. Jill Breeze 01263 579699
NORWICH – All Saints Centre, Correspondent: Richard Turk 01603 250867
NORWICH – S. George, Colegate Correspondent: Ms Barbara Mesney 01603 622138
NORWICH – S. Giles-on-the-Hill, Correspondent: Mrs Naomi Smith 01603 629488
Tower website www.stgilesnorwich.org.uk
NORWICH – S Michael Coslany, Correspondent Alan Spreadbury, sheila.spreadbury1@btinternet.com
NORWICH – S. Peter Mancroft, Correspondent: Richard Turk 01603 250867
PASTON – S. Margaret, Correspondent: Mrs A Digby 01263 720616
REYMERSTON – S. Peter, Correspondent: B. Taylor 01362 850423
Tower website: http://freespace.virgin.net/reymerston.ringers
SALLE – SS. Peter & Paul, Correspondent: Mr. J. Booth, 50 Bircham Rd. Reepham, Norwich. NR10 4NQ
SAXTHORPE – St Andrew, Correspondent: CJR Tyndall, 01263 584103
SCOTTOW – All Saints, Correspondent: The Rev. A R Long, The Vicarage, Worstead, N Walsham NR28 9SE
SHIPDHAM – All Saints, Correspondent: Peter Woodcock 01362 695486
SOUTH REPPS – S. James, Correspondent: Mrs Betty Taylor, 01263 834424
STRATTON STRAWLESS – S.Margaret, Correspondent: Mrs. C. Monk 01603 897821
WESTON LONGVILLE – All Saints, Correspondent: Mrs M. A. Carter 01603 860355
WIVETON – S. Mary, Correspondent: Miss Anna Welbourne 01263 740569
WYMONDHAM - S. Mary & S. Thomas, Correspondent: Hayden Charles 01953 603943 hcharles@grandsire.co.uk
Website: www.wymondhambells.org.uk
YAXHAM – S Peter, Correspondent Roger Vincent, 01692 405344

